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Abstract

The objective of this study was to present a descriptive summary of the experiences of women treated with high dose rate brachytherapy for cervical cancer. A qualitative descriptive study design was used and 50 women who undergo high dose rate brachytherapy at Ocean Road Cancer Institute (ORCI) in Dar-es-salaam were selected. Qualitative interviewer administered questionnaire was used for data collection from cervical cancer patients treated between April 2019 to July 2019 for descriptive and thematic analysis of data. Qualitative interviewer administered questioning was done from which three themes arose: the patient perception, expectation and impressions, informational need, and psychological experiences. Many patients had good perception about brachytherapy although their first impression was bad. The study found the importance of provision of procedure information to patients which seems to improve their treatment experiences. The psychological experiences faced by patients before and during treatment included pain, distress, fear, humiliation and anxiety. Pain was a major problem, as the preventative medication participants received had low efficiency in pain prevention hence did not protect them from experiencing pain. Opening and hanging their legs was a humiliating experience aggravated by the presence of doctors and nurses. Their belief that brachytherapy can cure their disease comforted them and gave them courage to endure the treatment, whilst caring staff comforted and supported them. In addition to individualized patient education, nurses should assess the level of pain women experience before, during and after receiving brachytherapy and advice the revision of pain management protocols.

Background of the study

Cervical cancer is a health problem of the developing world, as approximately 84% of all women diagnosed with this disease live in developing regions. According to Denny, it is estimated that 78,897 women living in Africa will be diagnosed with cervical cancer annually, whilst 61,671 (78%) will die from this disease [1,2]. Late presentation and lack of treatment facilities contribute to the high death rate. In the global south, cervical cancer remains the second most common cancer (after breast cancer) among women of reproductive age. Worldwide, it is the third most common carcinoma after breast cancer and colorectal cancer. Unlike other cancers, cervical cancer is almost 100% preventable by ensuring that women receive quality screening and treatment of precancerous lesions [3]. The impact of secondary prevention efforts for cervical cancer prevention in high resource settings is impressive. Despite this, the World Health Organization (WHO) estimates of global cervical cancer rates remain sobering, with more than 500,000 new cases diagnosed each year. Of those cases, more than 85% of women hail from developing countries where access to primary and secondary prevention is far from universal [4].
In these settings, most women diagnosed with cervical cancer in developing countries present at late stages when curative treatments are often no longer possible. East Africa has the highest rate of cervical cancer in the world. In this region, the Age-Standardized Incidence Rate (ASR) is estimated at 42.7 new cases per 100,000 women ASR rates range from Malawi at 75.9/100,000 to Kenya at 40.1/100,000. Tanzania ranks second in the region with an ASR of 54.9/100,000 women. Similar to other East African countries, cervical cancer is the leading cause of cancer and cancer-related death among Tanzanian women. Each year more than 7,300 Tanzanian women are diagnosed with cervical cancer. More than half of these women die as they are diagnosed at a late stage of the disease [5].

Treatment of cervical cancer involves surgery, chemotherapy and radiation therapy. The treatment involves curative and palliative mode example women with stage IVB cervical cancer receives palliative care. Women with early stage cervical cancer fit for surgery to remove the tumor which is called radical hysterectomy. Patients with advanced stages such as stage IIB to IVA are treated with radiotherapy with or without concurrent chemotherapy. Radiotherapy involves external beam radiotherapy and brachytherapy. According to the Journal of Contemporary Brachytherapy (JCB), Most of cancer treatment involves both External beam radiotherapy and Brachytherapy. Brachytherapy has become a standard treatment for cervical cancer patients either in radical or palliative treatment. Brachytherapy has a potential to deliver a high dose in a short time directly to the affected tissue with the advantage of rapid fall-off in dose hence sparing the adjacent healthy organs [6]. Very effective in treating cancer, as the radiation is delivered with a high level of accuracy has a minimized risk of side effects, due to the targeted and precise nature of delivering the radiotherapy from inside the body, is a minimally invasive technique – i.e. it doesn’t involve extensive surgery, can be performed on an outpatient basis hence avoiding the need for an overnight stay in hospital in many cases, requires very short treatment times (typically from 1 to 5 days), has short recovery times (typically 2 to 5 days) people can usually return to everyday activities very quickly requires fewer visits to the hospital and overnight stays than other options, and the benefits of brachytherapy can enable you to get back to your everyday life sooner with minimal disruption. There is little knowledge about those experiences. Knowing the experiences of women receiving high dose rate brachytherapy improves patient experiences before and during treatment hence good outcome after treatment. Improvement of pain relief drug efficiency could reduce pain during insertion of uterine and vaginal applicators [7,8].

Material and methods

Setting and sample

The setting was an academic and only cancer treatment hospital in Dar-es-salaam city Tanzania. The hospital offers specialist inpatient and outpatient services and serves as referral hospital for cancer patients from a number of regional hospitals. Approximately half of the patients treated at the Department of Radiation therapy suffer from gynecological cancer. Most patients referred to the department are treated on an outpatient basis; those who are too ill to come to the hospital on a daily basis are admitted to the ward. In addition, patients who live far from the hospital and are not able to afford transport costs to and from the hospital are also admitted. The study sample consisted of 50 women, who were to receive high dose rate brachytherapy at Ocean Road Cancer Institute academic and main cancer care hospital in the country. Participants were between 30 and 65 years old, with an average of 47.5. Most of women were married and peasant by occupation. The proportion of Muslims was larger than that of Christians [9].

Methods

Qualitative descriptive study design was used. This study data was collected using Interviewer- Administered questionnaire to obtain the information regarding the experiences and expectations of women receiving high dose rate brachytherapy for cervical cancer. The data collected were on social demographic information, physical experiences, psychological experiences, and disposition towards treatment. The duration of data collection was from April 2019 to July 2019. After obtaining ethical clearance and permission from the university and hospital, approached eligible women scheduled for brachytherapy and invited them to participate in the study. Participation was voluntary and informed consent in writing, was obtained from the volunteers. Interviewer- Administered questionnaires, used to determine individuals’ perceptions and opinions, were conducted in Swahili in a private room, with only the researcher and participant present, for an average of half an hour [10].

Conceptual framework
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Results

Social demographic characteristics

A total of fifty women receiving high dose rate brachytherapy for cervical cancer at Ocean Road Cancer Institute participated in this study in filling of interviewer administered questionnaires. The mean age was 47.5 years and majority of women were married (96%). 48 (80%) of participants were peasant by occupation and 24 out of 50 women (48%) were Christians and 26 (52%) were Muslims Figure 1.

Three themes arose from the study which are patient perception, expectation and impressions, informational need and psychological experiences [11].

Patient perception, expectation and impressions

Many patients had good perception about brachytherapy treatment before treatment 48 (96%) because they believed it cures their disease although the first impression on brachytherapy was bad for most of patients because of stories about the procedures from other patients who already had brachytherapy. After first treatment many patients had good impression on brachytherapy 38 (76%). Majority of patients expectations was less than expected because they expected brachytherapy to be bad but they found it good after first treatment 40 (80%) Figure 2 [12].

Informational needs

Being provided with information about brachytherapy procedures was another them which arose during the study. Many participants had very few information about the procedure. Regarding the awareness of the procedure, all participants were aware. 39 participants (78%) were slightly satisfied with the information about treatment procedures since they had no enough information. The frequency of being given information about the treatment procedure was once for majority of patients 45 (95%). The information source for most patients were from healthcare workers 44(88%) Figure 3.

Psychological experiences

The psychological experiences experienced by the participants in the study were pain, distress, fear humiliation and anxiety. Pain was the major complain especially during the insertion of uterine and vaginal applicators in the cervix. The participants explained that the painful medication given to them was not enough for pain relief. Receiving brachytherapy also caused fear to women due to stories which they were told by their fellow who already had brachytherapy treatment. It was a negative experience to most participants because they experienced emotional distress before, during and after having brachytherapy. Presence of many people in a preparatory room made the participants to consider brachytherapy as humiliating procedure Figure 4.

Discussion

Treatment of cervical cancer patients by brachytherapy is a mandatory procedure if the intent of patient is curative. Despite of it being a significant treatment for cervical cancer patients with stage II to stage IV, it can be a worst experience due to the complexity nature of the procedure. In this study participants were associated with pain, distress, fear, anxiety and considered as humiliation. The study categorized the experiences into four parts as patients’ perceptions, expectations and impression, informational needs, and psychological experiences. Pain was a major negative experience for most women in this study as compared to the study done by AD Dzalala and JE Maree (2016) in south Africa which showed that pain is a major problem for
women receiving high-dose-rate brachytherapy for cervical cancer. The study by AD Dzaka and JE Maree also explained the informational need by patients that they should be provided with enough information regarding their treatment which can help to improve their experiences. This study also revealed distress, humiliation and fear as the psychological experiences which were also found in the study by AD Dzaka and JE Maree in South Africa. Some participants felt unprepared and uninformed and experienced the health professionals as uncaring. In addition, having more than the essential staff present when they were at their most vulnerable, lying on their backs with their legs ‘wide open’, added to their emotional distress. Velji and Fitch [13] who investigated the experiences of Canadian women who received brachytherapy, found the information that women received prior to the treatment and the care they received from nurses during the procedure shaped their experience positively or negatively. In addition, Brand [14] found a significant relationship between the fear and anxiety women experience before brachytherapy and hence information needs. Considering these factors, it is not surprising that the women in the study feared brachytherapy and considered it a negative experience. However, to conclude that the negative experiences of the participants were caused by their information needs and the lack of care they expected would be over-simplifying a complex issue and should be investigated before definite deductions can be made. In contrast with the findings of Velji and Fitch [13,14], who found that the treatment modality itself did not play an important role in how women experience this treatment, the nature of the procedure expressed as ‘shoving stuff in your vagina’ played a major role in how our participants experienced brachytherapy. The participants experienced both physical and emotional pain. Participants feared the procedure before they had been treated and even the follow-up treatments. Andersen, Karlsson, Anderson and Tewfik [15,16], when exploring survivorship issues in women diagnosed with gynaecological cancer, found levels of anxiety and distress in women remained high before, during and after brachytherapy. Kwekkeboom, Dendaas, Straub and colleagues [16], found that pre-treatment distress was significantly higher than that experienced before the second brachytherapy. It is unclear whether the distress levels of women in the current study decreased after the first treatment as the number of treatments was not taken into consideration and distress levels were not measured. However, distress after the first treatment was still a reality for the women in our study. The severe pain participants experienced, described as ‘cutting’ and ‘I could not take the pain’, added to their suffering. According to Arnold, Lee and Stuart [17] and Chapman [18] pain is a common symptom amongst persons receiving any form of cancer treatment and is a reality for about 50–53% of patients at all disease stages and about 62–88% of patients with advanced disease. Nail [19] found most women diagnosed with gynaecological cancer experience varying degrees of pain during brachytherapy, which, according to Kwekkeboom, Dendaas, Straub, et al. [16], ranges from mild to moderate. In addition, Rollison and Strang [20] found more than half (13 of 20) of the patients in their study experienced moderate to severe pain during this procedure. Although the current study did not assess the levels of pain, it provides evidence of the experience of severe pain during brachytherapy procedures. As evident by ‘that pill and injection didn’t drug me’, the conscious sedation participants received did not prevent them from experiencing pain. The way pain is managed does not seem to be best practice as, according to Puntillo, Wild, Morris, et al. [21] and Gordon, Dahl, Miaskowski and colleagues [22], unlike other forms of cancer pain, procedural pain can be anticipated and prevented. As described by ‘I couldn’t sleep, I’m thinking of the agony I’m gonna go through’, women experienced high levels of anxiety. Warnock [23], on investigating experiences of gynaecological cancer patients treated with brachytherapy, found a relationship between pain and anxiety and difficulty coping during the procedure. However, it was unclear whether the pain was raised by the anxiety or the anxiety resulted in pain. The emotional pain of having to lie in the lithotomy position with your legs wide open adds to the complexity of the pain experience. In addition, it was interesting to find the participants preferred childbirth, described by Simkin [24], as the ultimate painful, emotionally distressing, vulnerable and exhausting event in a woman’s life, to having to undergo brachytherapy. It can only be concluded, as supported by Velji and Fitch [14] and Kwekkeboom Dendaas, Straub and colleagues [16], that brachytherapy is a very unpleasant and the study also had similar findings as the study done by Deirdre Long, Hester Sophia Friedrich–Nel and Georgina Joubert in 2012 South Africa that explained the importance of provision of information regarding treatment procedures and overall treatment to patients. The study showed the importance of providing information to patients regarding disease, treatment and possible side effects that reduce the feeling of fear and anxiety toward their treatment. Patient expectations, perception and impression were found to be negative before treatment but after the first treatment the negativity changed and patient considered brachytherapy as a excellent and necessary treatment [25].

This was similar as the study done by Alicia Ehlers and Chandra Rekha Makanjee in 2017 about Exploration of gynaecological cancer high dose rate brachytherapy treatment which findings showed that brachytherapy was considered as a sensitive procedure which requires better preparation and treatment procedures information to patients.

The study also found that the efficiency of drug used for pain relief during insertion of uterine and vaginal applicators is very low. This finding is similar to the study done by Theresa N Elumela and Abbas A.Abdus – Salam on the topical anaesthesia
for pain relief during high dose rate brachytherapy in 2014. The study suggested the addition of local vaginal anaesthesia with 10% xylocaine spray to conscious sedation. Some of study limitation included limited budget and time and only few studies explain about the experiences of women receiving high dose rate brachytherapy [26].

Conclusion

Within Tanzania this is one of few studies that explains the experiences of women receiving high dose rate brachytherapy for cervical cancer. The study explained the perception, expectations and impressions toward brachytherapy, informational need by patients and psychological experiences.

Being treated with brachytherapy was a negative experience causing fear, pain and humiliation. The participants feared the procedure, before receiving the first treatment. Having many people in the preparatory room made the participants feel like they are humiliated – lying on their backs with their legs wide open – was a humiliating experience. The pain participants experienced was severe some could not help but cry out, as the preventative medication they received did not stop the pain completely. The dysuria they experienced after the treatment added to their suffering. However, their belief that brachytherapy can cure their disease comforted them and gave them courage to endure the treatment, whilst caring staff also comforted and supported them. Patients should receive individualized education regarding the procedure, and the rotation of doctors and presence of observers could be minimized. In addition, doctors could explain the procedure and inform patients what the next step would be so that they are prepared for what would be happening to them. Nurses should assess the level of pain experience before, during and after receiving brachytherapy and, based on the findings, advice the revision of pain management protocols. Non-drug options used in pain management could also be considered to complement pharmacological interventions.
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